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Figure in the sugarhouse. Where once were birthed lambs, now are birthed liquids. Treelines 
sprung back into the sheep-nibbled sky. Figure mounts lines, pegs one tree to the next, seeks 
out the slight declination. You are silver and bronze. Figure installs first sights of some plasticine 
web, funneling sap across the land. Years ago a moose walked into a line and dragged it miles 
off into the forest. Here and now some cicatrix shows, a barb under the tree’s grown bark. Some 
cicatrix under the figure’s thick clothes. The now-and-future fear of the roots slowing, a time of 
diminished trees.
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Motors, a lot delineated by the edge of one motor sound and the start of the next, the ingenuities, 
the deafness, the triumphalism of noise, the way the noise of its triumph carries across valleys, 
windows of time separating one motorized sound from the next. You are silver and gold, I am lucid. 
The world floods with photographs. Stop your mind, hold blanks in the story, bob elimination 
through the memory. 
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Tourist holds up a paper then lets it drop, looks, squints, looks again, lifts up a device and lets 
it drop. Tourists here and tourists there, some want to get lost, others fear getting lost. Inside 
the outside. Figures holding up one economy while irrelevant to another. What is there to say 
anymore. These publics, facing down. Looking from outside toward an inside, or outside toward 
an outside, or toward insiders wondering where the inside went, or toward some other thing 
entirely. Wait. Where did that Olympian go?
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Blue heron holds in place, its place is in a pond, the pond’s place is to the north of the road, water 
rises, water sinks. Now the heron boats back and forth alone above electrical lines. You are silver 
and gold. Tailfeathers ellipse away. The heron’s nest is not alone. Its colony arcs trees and bushes, 
the ones down by the river. Pick one:

• Photography is an emotional response to light
• Rules are, by definition, simple – and animals are not
• [X]


